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Connecting Chakra Wisdom & the Bio Layer 
 
What? 

Like the strata of the layers are contained within the larger layer, little gateways into the 

bio layer exist in the different parts of the chakra anatomy of the Blended Energies 

System. Through places in the subtle structure where purely physical issues can be 

addressed, access to more intensive organic healing through the Sacred Anatomy is 

thought to be possible. 

Why? 

These locations also may shed light on the root cause of disease. When a disease, 

disorder, misalignment, or injury is detectable as a subtle memory in a part of the chakra, 

the incoming pathway, alignment or dispersal valves, or the chakra stream it is said to be 

“held” in that location. The structure tells us by its location of the trauma or issue the part 

of the physical body where (BES held) issues might arise. The reverse is true. When a 

physical issue is present, we have an opportunity to right the problem or trauma there in 

the location in the portion of the BES that is indicated and therefore affected. This 

condition is called “associated” anatomy. 

How? 

This association will enable the practitioner to learn by its placement where in the BES, 

the illness, or injury began or at least is currently being held as a subtle reflection. An 

injury, trauma, imbalance, or wound can be addressed in this associated location. This 

is also true for the anatomy of other parts of the structure such as the strata of the 

layers, the regions of the Template, and parts of the Harmonizing Network. The 

Elimination System, the HEMF, and the BOL all have their own versions of this kind of 

mapping of material manifestation.  
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This information gives you a specific entry into the structure so you can bring in specific 

energies to correct imbalance or dysfunction for healing benefit. Using Source Energies 

this way is in addition to bringing them in through the receptor site at the Edge and 

sending a specific energy freely throughout the subtle structure. Working in such a 

highly directed way allows a different sort of impact with Source Energies on disharmony 

and subtle structure distress in the structure. Whether resolving injury or treating a 

pathology, having access to the physical body through a subtle BES gateway gives you 

another approach to treatment of biologically presenting disease or distress. While at 

the same time giving access to an important piece of information that may hold a way to 

understand the whole story. BES Magic helps you discover the history of issues and at 

the same time provides a place to approach resolution that brings deep harmony to the 

individual client while respecting their unique relationship to Divine Source and the 

billions of energies it expresses
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Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine Procedure 

Blended Energies System Magic: 
	

	

	

ABBREVIATIONS ARE: 
AFN ANTERIOR FUNCTION NODE  
PFN POSTERIOR FUNCTION NODE  
FCOR     FUNCTION CORRIDOR 
 
APN ANTERIOR PURPOSE NODE  
PPN POSTERIOR PURPOSE NODE  
 
AWN ANTERIOR WISDOM NODE  
PWN POSTERIOR WISDOM NODE  
WCOR   WISDOM CORRIDOR 
 
AV ALIGNMENT VALVE 
DV DISPERSAL VALVE 


